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SUMMARY
HIV is a retrovirus that infects helper T cells (CD4 + T cells) in the human immune
system. At the cellular scale, HIV generates both actively and latently infected cells. Ac-
tively infected cells produce mature virions and are often the primary target of antiretroviral
therapies. In contrast, latently infected T cells can do not produce virus particles, are hard
to detect and treat, and can be reactivated to produce new virions. Understanding the dy-
namics of latent infections is critical to the development of strategies to treat and control
the spread of HIV.
In this thesis, we study a variant of within-host models of HIV infection dynamics in-
cluding proliferation of both susceptible and latently infected CD4+ cells. In this model,
HIV infection of susceptible cells can result in acute or latent infections. The key innova-
tion here is to identify the relative contributions of the active and latent pathways towards
viral fitness, both in the initial and later stages of the within-host dynamics. We do so by
leveraging a new approach to decomposing viral fitness developed in the context of phage-
bacteria interactions. Our work highlights how variation in susceptible cell densities, viral
life history traits, and retroviral therapies jointly influence dynamic selection pressures for




Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) is a virus that infects humans by attacking helper
T cells (CD4 + T cells) in the immune system. During infection, HIV proliferates by
manipulating genetic mechanisms to make copies of the viral genome. Infected CD4 cells
will die in large numbers, leading to loss of immune system function and increasing the
risk of opportunistic infections[1, 2, 3].
As a retrovirus, the life cycle of HIV is mainly composed of three steps: 1) Fusion of
virus and host membrane and injection of virus genome into host cell; 2) Insertion of virus
genome into the host genome and replicate; 3) Production of envelope proteins and the
assembly of new free virions[4, 5]. Therefore, HIV infection dynamics can be divided into
two categories at the cellular scale: acute infection and latent infection. In an acute infec-
tion, virus replicates in large quantities and produces new virus particles with an elevated
clearance rate of the infected cell[6]. In the latent infection, virus genomes are in a resting
state. They replicate with the host genome without assembly of new virions. Latently in-
fected cells can persist within the patient for decades and can reactivate to become acutely
infected cells.
Antiretroviral therapy (ART) is a clinically recommended HIV treatment regimen[7].
ART controls infection by blocking protein binding reactions in the life cycle of HIV. ART
eliminates most acutely infected cells, inhibits viral replication, protects the function of
the immune system, and reduces viral load to undetectable values. Hence, ART prevents
HIV infected patients from deteriorating to AIDS. However, ART cannot clear latent cells.
Latent cells persist within patients even after decades of ART treatment[8, 9]. After re-
moval of the treatment, the latent cells can be reactivated to produce new viral particles[10,
11, 12]. Many studies have shown that HIV persistence is mainly due to the proliferation
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of latent cells[13, 14, 15]. Therefore, understanding the mechanisms of host HIV infec-
tion, especially the mechanism of HIV latency, is critical to our strategy to optimize HIV
treatment.
There have been many studies on the use of theoretical ecology and computational
biology methods for human HIV infection, some of which focus on latent cells[13, 14, 15,
16, 17]. However, quantitative studies of latent cell proliferation and their contribution to
infection are still rare. In this thesis, we constructed a deterministic model of host HIV
infection dynamics based on modifications to the classical HIV viral infection model.
Based on the model, we simulated and analyzed the virus-free, initial infection and late
infection. We use an innovation - loop analysis - to show that the infectivity of a virus can
be expressed as the combination of different infection paths. We addressed the effects of
latency and reactivation rates on cell density and fitness. In doing so, we propose two latent
infection strategies: constant and adaptive. We analyzed and compared the two strategies




2.1 General modeling framework
We develop a deterministic model for with-in host HIV infection. We model the dynamics
between five players, susceptible CD4+ T cells (T ), exposed cells (E), acutely infected
cells (I), latently infected cells (L) and virus (V ). Each of the variables denotes the cell
density or viral load (cells/ml). We assume the system is well-mixed and not spatial based.
At any location in the system, cells have the same concentration and the same probability
of interaction with other players.
In this system, susceptible T cells are generated from thymus and enter the system with
a constant rate λ. Free virus particles infect susceptible T cells and generate an exposed
cell at the rate proportional to the product of T cell density and viral load, βV T . Exposed
cells become infected with a rate µ, and choose to be latently infected with probability p
and acutely infected with probability 1 − p. Latent cells can reactivate to become acutely
infected cells with a constant rate η. Free virus particles bud from acutely infected cells at
rate k for new infections. All states of cells and virus decay with a constant rate. Notably,
both T cells and latent cells (L) grow linearly with the rate of b0 and b′0, respectively. Figure
1 shows a schematic description of this model.
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Figure 2.1: A population dynamics model of the with-in host virus infection with a
schematic illustration of reactions and cell types. Grey circles: T cells. White hexagons:
virus particles. Black wavy line inside cells: cell genome. White wavy line: virus genome.
T state: susceptible CD4+ cells. I state: acutely infected cells, with virus genome inserted
into host genome, producing new virus particles. L state: latently infected cells, with virus
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Here we use ordinary differential equations to describe the time evolution of cell density
and viral load level. It’s worth noting that in this model, new infection cause a reduction in
the virus particles and susceptible cells at the same time. Exposed cells decay at the same
rate with the susceptible cells. This model is modified based on the model of Conway and
Perelson’s work[16].
2.2 Biophysical parameters
Reference value or range for the model parameters are obtained from literature as shown in
Table 1. The majority of parameters are taken from Conway and Perelson[16, 18]. Param-
eters including the probability of choosing latency (p) and reactivation rate (η) are varied
slightly around the reference value to study the impact of parameters on the dynamics. The
growth rate of latently infected cells (b′0) has no reference values. We set d
′ < b′0 < d
′ + η.
With this bound, the growth rate exceeds the death rate and ensures latent cell’s growth.
However, it will not grow exponentially with reactivation. Therefore, the vertical fitness is
greater than 1 without reactivation and less than 1 with reactivation.
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Table 2.1: Parameters used in simulation, modified from Conway and Perelson. [16]
Notation Description Range Unit
λ Influx rate of T cell 104 Cells/ml/day
b0 Growth rate of T 0.005 day−1
b′0 Reproduction rate of L 0.0045 day
−1
d Decay rate of T and E 0.01 day−1
d′ Decay rate of L 0.004 day−1
a Decay rate of I 1 day−1
m Decay rate of free virions 23 day−1
β Infection rate 1.5× 10−8 ml virion−1 day−1
µ Conversion rate 1 day−1
p Probability of latency 10−6 1
η Reactivation rate 0.001 day−1
k Virus production rate 2000 day−1
2.3 Computational analysis and simulation methods
To assess invasibility of HIV at early infection, we use the basic reproduction number of the
pathogen (R0) to measure virus fitness. R0 is the expected number of new infections caused
by a single infected cell during its whole life cycle in an otherwise uninfected environment.
When R0 > 1, every infected cell produces more than one newly infected cell and the
infection will take off in the system; otherwise, the infection would be eliminated from the
system[1].
Here we use the Next Generation Matrix method to calculate R0. First, we use the Ja-
cobian matrix to linearize our nonlinear ODE system near the pathogen-free equilibrium.
Then we decompose the Jacobian matrix into a transmission part (T ) describing the genera-
tion of new infections and transition part (Σ) describing the transitions in infected states[19,
20, 21, 22]. According to the NGM theory, R0 could be calculated as the dominant eigen-
value of matrix KL = −TΣ−1. The element KL,ij of NGM KL is the expected number of
new infections with the infected state i, generated by one individual in infected state j. See
Appendix A for specific calculations in our model.
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The biological meaning of R0 is interpreted with Levin’s loop analysis method[23, 24].
We decompose the generation of new infections as separate singular paths and calculate the
fitness of each path.
For long term infection, we combine the mathematical analysis with simulation method
to observe the evolution of cell density and fitness with time. After simulation for enough
time length, we regenerate the virus fitness by calculating the effective reproduction number
(see detail discussion in Section 3.3).
Simulation is based on Python 3.7.2, Conda 4.6.11 and package integrate.odeint. All




3.1 Parasite free steady state analysis
We start by analyzing a parasite free system before infection. In a parasite free environment,
T cell is the only player in the system. By setting all other states as 0, the nonlinear system’s
dynamics can be reduced to a linear equation about T cell density:
Ṫ = λ+ b0T − dT (3.1)




, b0 < d (3.2)
Since b0 < d, T ? > 0. It means that the growth rate of susceptible T cells is less than the
decay rate. Without constant immigration from the thymus, T cells would die out. This
equilibrium density is used for the initial condition in simulation.
3.2 Fitness analysis in early infection
3.2.1 Next Generation Matrix calculation
Consider the initial infection, where a small amount of virus particles are introduced into
the susceptible CD4+ T cell group. In this scenario, we assume T cell load stays stable
at T ? is a short time scale. Therefore, the dynamics reduce to a linear system around
the pathogen-free equilibrium, [T ?, 0, 0, 0, 0]. Using the next generation matrix method,
we calculated the transition, transmission matrix and NGM (See Appendix A for detailed
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calculation):
KL = −TΣ−1 =

ΦE→E ΦI→E ΦL→E ΦV→E
0 0 0 0
ΦE→L 0 ΦL→L 0
0 0 0 0

(3.3)
Since there are four infected states in our system, our NGM matrix KL = −TΣ−1 has
the size of 4 × 4. However, this matrix is not full rank since the second and fourth row of
KL are all zeros. In our model, individuals cannot enter the I or V state immediately after
infection[21]. Therefore we only need two states, E and L, to determine R0. Hence, we
reduce NGM to a 2× 2 matrix to simplify calculation[23]:
Φ = QTKLQ =
ΦE→E ΦL→E
ΦE→L ΦL→L
 , Q =
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
 (3.4)











































3.2.2 R0 in early infection is a combination of three different infection paths
We have mathematically calculatedR0, the biological understanding, however, is not straight-
forward. Here we use Levin’s loop analysis method to interpret R0 as a combination of
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one-generation and two-generation transmission loops. This interpretation is first derived
by Guanlin Li et al[23] for temperate phage infection models.
A one-generation loop is defined as a transmission path that starts and ends with the
same infected state without revisiting any states. There are three types of one-generation
loops in the system: lytic loop, lyso-lytic loop, and latent loop.
The lytic loop: E → I → V → E, includes the reactions of conversion to acute
























is the probability of conversion to infected states before decay of E; (1− p)
is the probability of choosing acute infection; k
a
is budding rate; βT
?
βT ?+m
is the probability of
infecting a new susceptible cell before decay of V .
Similarly, we calculate the new infection caused in lyso-lytic loop (E → L → I →
V → E, including the reactions of conversion to latent infection, reactivate to be acute,



























And the new infection caused in the latent loop (L→ L, including the linear growth of
latent cells) as P3:
P3 =
b′0
d′ + η︸ ︷︷ ︸
L→L
(3.8)
The reproduction number of the three loops can be easily figured out in R0: P1 + P2 =
ΦE→E, P3 = ΦL→L. Both the lytic loop and lyso-lytic loop are horizontal transmissions
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(new infection is generated by cell interactions), and the latent loop is vertical transmission
(new infection is generated by cell growth). Therefore, we could also denote ΦE→E as
horizontal reproduction number and ΦL→L as vertical reproduction number.
Two-generation loops are concatenations of two one-generation loops. Every single

















the lytic loop and latent loop has no shared states, hence, the two loops are disjoint and
cannot concatenate.
With all the loop reproduction numbers above, we can rewrite the R0 equation as[23]:
R0 =
(P1 + P2 + P3) +
√




3 + 2P1P2 + 2P2P3 − 2P1P3
2
(3.9)
We could interpret R0 as the average reproduction number of one-generation loops and
two-generation loops. We subtract 2P1P3 from the two-generation loops since the two
loops are disjoint. The reproduction number of two-generation loops are discounted by
taking square root to de-dimensionalize with the one-generation loops.
3.3 Fitness analysis in long-term infection
3.3.1 Effective reproduction number and post-infection strategies
Consider the scenario where acutely infected cells are the only infected cell state present
in the system. After the initial infection, a small number of virions infect new susceptible
cells and create new virions for more infection. As a loss, susceptible cells are reduced.
When the susceptible cell density decreases so low, the rate of new infection βV T also
decreases. Therefore, the probability for a virion to make new infection before decay,
βT
βT+m
tends to be zero and cannot generate any new infections. With the presence of latent
state cells, however, it is possible for the infected cell to enter latent states and proliferate,
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thereby leading to an increase in vertical fitness when susceptible cells are not abundant in
the environment.
To quantitatively investigate the evolutionary benefit of latency, we introduce the con-
cept of effective reproduction number. Suppose the environment is locally stable in every
short time period, based on our well-mixed system assumption, we could linearize the sys-
tem’s nonlinear dynamics around the current environment [T,E, I, L, V ]. In this case, the
infection dynamics is dependent on the current cell density only. The effective reproduc-
tion number is calculated in the same way as the basic reproduction number at the early
stage of infection, replacing T ? (parasite free equilibrium) with the current cell density T .
Here we apply two distinct strategies in long-term virus infections to evaluate the po-
tential feedback between dynamics and viral strategies:
1. Virus choose latency with a constant probability p in the whole dynamics process
(referred to as constant strategy in below); 2. Virus choose latency with a locally adaptive
probability p to the environment, i.e. choose the probability that maximizes the effective
reproduction number at the current time point(referred to as adaptive strategy in below).
We use both calculation and simulation methods to observe the dynamics in long-term
infection.
3.3.2 Fitness analysis with constant strategy
The goal in this section is to understand the dynamics of cell density and fitness by calculat-
ing the effective reproduction number. We first simulate with the constant strategy. Figure
2.1 shows simulation of cell density dynamics with four different constant latent probabil-
ities: p = 10−4, 10−5, 10−6, 10−7. The latent cell dynamics (red line in Figure 3.1) shows
high sensitivity to the change of p. After long term simulation, density of the latent cells is
proportional to the latent probability. Other states, however, are only slightly impacted by
the change of p, since latent cells only take a small proportion in the whole system. Table
3.1 shows the cell density after long-term simulation.
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Table 3.1: Cell density after simulation for 10000 days. Infected cells choose latency with
constant strategy.
p T density E density I density L density
10−4 782321.73 11938.02 5969.60 1186.38
10−5 782391.30 11937.34 5968.73 118.63
10−6 782398.25 11937.27 5968.64 11.86
10−7 782398.95 11937.27 5968.63 1.19
We also mathematically calculated the steady states and discovered that L? is nearly
proportional to p, while T ?, E?, I?, V ? are only related to (1− p). Therefore, varying p
between 10−4 and 10−7 has a slight impact on the other states. See section 3.3.2.4 and
Appendix B for detailed calculation and discussion.
Total Reff combines fitness via all three single infection loops
After simulation, we use the simulated cell density to regenerate the dynamics of total
effective reproduction number and reproduction number of the lytic loop, lyso-lytic loop
and latent loop (P1, P2, P3). Figure 3.2 (Up-left) shows the dynamics of regenerated Reff
with constant strategy, p = 10−6. Surprisingly, the total Reff appears to be close to the
maximal reproduction numbers in three single loops. Even with such a small probability of
choosing latency, the total fitness Reff can be close to fitness via latent growth only when
horizontal growth decreases quickly.
We could use mathematical calculation to validate this result. P2 is proportional to p.
When p is around 0, P2 ∼ 0:
R0 ∼













Figure 3.1: Simulation on cell density dynamics with time for 3000 days, η = 10−3.
Infected cells choose latency with constant strategy, p = 10−4,10−5 ,10−6,10−7.
Horizontal label: Time (/day). Vertical label: Cell density (Log transformed).
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Figure 3.2: Dynamics of regenrated effective reproduction number with simulated cell and
virion densities. Red line: Total Reff. Black line: Lytic loop fitness (P1). Black dot dash
line: Lyso-lytic loop fitness (P2). Black dash line: Latent loop fitness (P3). Infected cells
choose latency with constant strategy, p = 10−6 (Up-left),0.1 (Up-right),0.5 (Down-left),
0.8 (Down-right). Horizontal label: Time (/day). Vertical label: Fitness.
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Actually, the total fitness is larger than fitness via all three single infection loops, i.e.
Reff > P1, Reff > P2, Reff > P3. See Appendix B for detailed calculation. Figure 3.2 shows
when p gets larger (p = 0.1, 0.5, 0.8), reproduction number in every single loop decreases
strikingly after long-term infection. The total Reff takes combination of all three loops and
still converges to 1.
Sensitivity analysis on Reff
Long-term infection leads to a decrease in susceptible cell density. We are also interested
in how the probability of ”entering latent state” (latent probability, p) and rate of ”leaving
latent state” (reactivation rate, η) affects the viral fitness. Therefore, parameter sensitivity
analysis of Reff are performed on T, η, p.
We first analyze the sensitivity of T and η with a fixed latent probability p around the
point T = T ?, η = 10−3. Figure 3.3 shows the contour platte of Reff value. Here we vary T
between 0.1 ∼ 1.5× T ? and vary η between 0 ∼ 0.01, both are linearly stepped. It shows
that when p is small, η has slight impact on Reff compare to T ; when p gets larger, η starts
to affect the fitness. It corresponds to the loop analysis result that η affects both lyso-lytic
and latent loops, but not the lytic loops. With low latency probability, new infections only
grow via lytic loop (unless when T is small enough). As p grows, more new infections
grow via lyso-lytic and latent loops.
It is also worth noting that according to our parameter choice with d′ = 0.004, b′0 =
0.0045, the vertical fitnessP3 =
b′0
d′+η
> 1 when η is choosen less than 0.0005. Combined
with the results from section 4.3.2.1 above that Reff > P3, Reff > 1 with η < 0.0005 and
causes exponential growth. This result could also be confirmed in Figure 3.3.
Next we analyze the sensitivity of p and η with fixed a fixed latent probability T around
the point of p = 10−6, η = 10−3. The result is shown in Figure 3.4. Here we vary p
between 10−7 ∼ 10−5 and η between 10−5 ∼ 10−2, both are log stepped. It is shown
that when T cell density is low (104, 105) and susceptible cells are lack in the environment,
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Figure 3.3: Contour for sensitivity analysis of Reff about η and T with fixed
p = 10−6, 0.1, 0.5, 0.8, colorbar attached. Each contour is drawn with 20 color steps.
Horizontal label: η, sampled between 0 ∼ 0.01. Vertical label: T , sampled between
0.1 ∼ 1.5× T ?. Both are linearly stepped with 20 steps.
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Figure 3.4: Contour for sensitivity analysis of Reff about p and η with fixed
T = 104, 105, 106, 107, colorbar attached. Each contour is drawn with 20 color steps.
Horizontal label: p, sampled between 10−7 ∼ 10−5 (log transformed in scale). Vertical
label: η, sampled between 10−5 ∼ 10−2 (log transformed in scale). Both are log stepped
with 10 steps.
Reff is negatively related to η and has nearly no relationship with p, η is the dominant
parameter; while when T cell density is high (106, 107) and susceptible cells are abundant,
Reff is positively related to η and negatively related to p, p is the dominant parameter.
To quantitatively verify this intuition, we calculated the partial derivative of Reff with η
and p. We found that ∂Reff
∂η










 P1 + P2 + P3 − 2 P11−p√




We also calculated the numerical derivatives with our parameters.Table 3.2 shows the
result of derivatives around the point of p = 10−6, η = 10−3. The result confirms our
hypothesis. It corresponds to our loop analysis result that η affects the lyso-lytic loop and
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Table 3.2: Sensitivity analysis ofReff about p and η around the point of p = 10−6, η = 10−3








10−6 10−3 104 0.0052 -360
10−6 10−3 105 0.060 -360
10−6 10−3 106 -0.83 5.60e-04
10−6 10−3 107 -20 4.29e-03
latent loop (vertical transmission), while p affects the lysis and lyso-lytic loop (horizontal
transmission). When susceptible cells are abundant, the horizontal transmission is domi-
nant; when susceptible cells are deficient, vertical transmission is dominant.
Fraction of latent cell at steady state
The goal in this part is to learn about how the adaptive strategy affects the dynamics. We
are also interested in how does virus change its strategy to fit the environment. Here we use
both simulation and computation methods to analyze the fraction of latent cells at steady
state given different p and η. Figure 3.5 shows the fraction of L in all cells ( L
T+E+I+L
, left)
and in infected cells ( L
E+I+L
, right) at steady state. It is clear that the fraction is positively
related to p, negatively related with η. p is the dominant parameter in L fraction compared
to η.
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Figure 3.5: Contour for fraction of L in all cells (left) and infected cells (left) about p and
η , colorbar attached. Each contour is drawn with 20 color steps. Horizontal label: p,
sampled between 10−7 ∼ 10−5 (log transformed in scale). Vertical label: η, sampled
between 10−5 ∼ 10−2 (log transformed in scale). Both are log stepped with 10 steps.

























η + (d′ + b′0) (1− p)











Our calculation shows that, only L is proportional to p among all states. Therefore,
latent cell only takes a small proportion in the system. Since the infected states subsystem
is a linear system when T is fixed, all the infected states E?, I?, L?, V ? are proportional to
each other at steady state. Hence, the fraction of L in infected cells is a fixed value:
L?
L? + I? + E?
=
apµ
a (pµ+ η + d′ − b′0) + µ (η + (d′ + b′0) (1− p))
(3.13)
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Table 3.3: Cell density after simulation for 5000 days. Infected cells choose latency with
adaptive strategy.
Lower Bound of p Upper Bound of p T density E density I density L density
10−6 10−3 781750.31 11943.75 5976.83 10926.41
10−7 10−3 782334.19 11937.91 5969.45 1091.57
10−8 10−3 781750.32 11943.75 5976.83 10926.29
10−6 10−4 782334.15 11937.91 5969.45 1091.69
10−7 10−4 782334.18 11937.91 5969.45 1091.58
10−8 10−4 782334.19 11937.91 5969.45 1091.57
10−6 10−5 782392.53 11937.33 5968.71 109.25
10−7 10−5 782392.54 11937.33 5968.71 109.15
10−8 10−5 782392.54 11937.33 5968.71 109.15
3.3.3 Fitness analysis with adaptive latent probability
Latent cell density and Reff are both more sensitive to the upper bound of adaptive latent
probability
We simulate with the adaptive strategy and investigates on how the range of adaptive latent
probability p affects the dynamics of the system and fitness. Figure 3.6 shows the simula-
tion of system dynamics with adaptive p between [10−6, 10−3], [10−6, 10−4], [10−7, 10−3],
[10−7, 10−4]. For each simulation, p is varied in the region with 20 log steps and returns
the value that maximize Reff given current environment parameters. Consider the L density
dynamics, the two dynamics with a same upper bound is closer than the two dynamics with
the same lower bound.
To quantitatively verify our hypothesis, we simulated the dynamics with different com-
binations of p range and recorded the cell density at equilibrium. Table 3.3 shows the cell
density after 5000 days of simulation, with the lower bound of p chosen among 10−6, 10−7,
10−8, and upper bound of p among 10−3, 10−4, 10−5. The result confirms our statement
that the dynamics after long time is not dependent on the lower bound of p, and the latent
cell density is nearly proportional to the largest possible latent probability.
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Figure 3.6: Simulation on cell density dynamics with time for 5000 days, η = 10−3.
Infected cells choose latency with adaptive strategy, p varies between the range of
[10−6, 10−3], [10−6, 10−4], [10−7, 10−3],[10−7, 10−4]. Horizontal label: Time (/day).
Vertical label: Cell density (Log transformed).
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Figure 3.7: Dynamics of regenrated effective reproduction number with simulated cell and
virion densities and choice of p in range. Red line: Total Reff. Black line: Lytic loop
fitness (P1). Black dot dash line: Lyso-lytic loop fitness (P2). Black dash line: Latent loop
fitness (P3). Infected cells choose latency with adaptive strategy between the range of
[10−6, 10−1] (left), [10−6, 10−2] (middle), and [10−6, 10−3] (right). Horizontal label: Time
(/day). Vertical label: Fitness.
Similar to the constant strategy simulation, we regenerate the fitness dynamics with
the simulation result. However, this time, apart from directly calculating with simulated T
values, we need to regenerate the choice of p first and then recover Reff. Figure 3.7 shows
the regenerated Reff dynamics with time. By changing the upper bound of p range, the
dynamics is also largely altered.
All or none: The optimized latent probability is either the largest or smallest possible p,
depending on the comparison between horizontal and vertical fitness
To understand when will the virus’ choice generate maximized fitness, we need to find




R0,ver > R0,hor and dReffdp < 0 when R0,ver < R0,hor. In other words, Reff grows or decays
with respect to p depends on the horizontal fitness (R0,hor) and the vertical fitness (R0,ver).
Here R0,hor is the fitness of “purely” lysis transmission (p = 1, η = 0); R0,ver is the fit-
ness of “purely” latent transmission (p = 0, η = 0). The interesting thing here is though the




















Since both R0,hor and R0,ver are not dependent on p, Reff is monotonically related to p.
Therefore, the p value that maximizes Reff is either the upper bound or the lower bound of
the possible region. See Appendix D for calculation in detail.
We also used simulation results to verify this confirm this result. Figure 3.8 shows
simulation results for nine different p adaptive ranges. The blue line is division between
R0,hor andR0,ver. The red line is the optimized p choice at each time point in our simulation.
The result confirms our conclusion that the optimized choice of p is switching between the
upper bound and lower bound of p range. The switching point depends on the comparison
between R0,hor and R0,ver.
The figure also shows that after long-term infection, the choice of p gets stable at the
maximal value. This is because the horizontal fitness R0,hor is dependent on the environ-
ment and converges to 1 at steady state. The vertical fitness, however, is not dependent on
the environment and is always greater than 1, since the growth rate of latent cell is greater
than decay rate (b′0 > d
′). Hence, after long-term infection, R0,ver > R0,hor and dReffdp > 0.
This explains why the cell density dynamics and fitness dynamics are both more dependent
on the upper bound of p range.
3.3.4 Comparison analysis of fitness with constant and adaptive latent probability
To get more understanding in each strategies evolutionary benefits, we compare the dy-
namics of constant strategy and adaptive strategy. First we compare the system dynamics
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Figure 3.8: Dynamics of optimized p and division between R0,hor and R0,ver. Blue line:
R0,ver
R0,hor
. Red line: optimized choice of p. Horizontal label: Time (/day). Vertical label left:
Latent possibility p.
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Figure 3.9: Simulation on cell density dynamics with time for 3000 days, η = 10−3.
Infected cells choose latency with constant strategy, p = 10−6 (left), and with adaptive
strategy, p varies between the range of [0.5× 10−6, 1.5× 10−6]. Black dashed line:
horizontal line (101) for reference to compare values of L in left and right panels.
Horizontal label: Time (/day). Vertical label: Cell density (Log transformed).
based on the different strategies. Figure 3.9 shows the simulated dynamics with a constant
p = 10−6 and p varies between [0.5× 10−6, 1.5× 10−6] with all other parameters the same.
We choose the mean value of the adaptive range the same with the constant value. At time
point 3000 (days), we measured the L density for both strategies. Compared to the con-
stant strategy (9.48), adaptive strategy shows a higher density of L at the same time point
(13.89). The dashed black lines in both figures are horizontal line y = 101 that assists
comparison.
Next, we compare the dynamics of fitness based on the different strategies. Figure
3.9 shows the simulated dynamics with a constant p = 10−6 (left), p = 10−1 (right) and p
varies between [10−6, 10−1] (middle) with all other parameters the same. TheReff dynamics
between the adaptive strategy and constant strategy with p = 0.1 (upper bound of the
adaptive p range) is similar (t-test p-value = 0.6953), however is totally different from
constant strategy with p = 10−6 (t-test p-value = 10−97). We can conclude that Reff is
majorly dependent on the upper bound of p range. We could estimate the Reff dynamics of
adaptive strategy by the constant strategy with the upper bound of p range.
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Figure 3.10: Dynamics of regenrated effective reproduction number with simulated cell
and virion densities and choice of p in range. Red line: Total Reff. Black line: Lytic loop
fitness (P1). Black dot dash line: Lyso-lytic loop fitness (P2). Black dash line: Latent loop
fitness (P3). Infected cells choose latency with constant strategy, p = 10−6 (left), p = 10−1
(right) and with adaptive strategy between the range of [10−6, 10−1](middle). Horizontal




The presence of latent cells in the with-in host system is like a reservoir. When the con-
centration of susceptible cells is too low to produce new infections, the infected cells can
gain higher fitness by entering the latent state. With the reactivation from latent state to
acute state, latently infected cells could wait until the rebound of susceptible cell density
and produce new virions when susceptible cells become more abundant. The reactivation
event also builds a connection between the lytic loop and the latent loop. Contrary to in-
tuition, our result shows that the total reproduction number is the average reproduction
number of one generation and two generation loops. Moreover, the reproduction number
of one generation loops is simply the sum of all three loops’ reproduction numbers, but not
the averaged value. Therefore, the total fitness is higher than the fitness of any of these
three single loops. This conclusion indicates that infected cells contribute simultaneously
to the total infection by entering different proliferation paths. Even when an environment
is not conducive to any single viral pathway’s growth, the multiple paths could combine
and maintain an equilibrium at low density instead of dying out.
Next, we evaluated a hypothetical scenario to explore the relationship between con-
ditions and the potentially adaptive strategy of latent infections. All results showed high
sensitivity on the upper bound of the latent probability range. There is not much difference
in comparing the dynamics of adaptive strategy with the dynamics of constant strategy of
the maximal latent probability only. Therefore, we could conclude that the dynamics of
adaptive strategy is dependent on the maximal latent probability instead of the mean latent
probability. It implies that in most of the scenarios, vertical proliferation is preferred than
horizontal growth based on our parameter choice.
We also found that the optimized choice of p switches between the maximal and mini-
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mal of the possible range. In spite of the system connectivity, infected cells only refer to the
fitness in purely single loops in non-connected situations when making strategy switches.
Since the strategy switch is only determined by the environment and is not related to latent
probability, all infected cells adopt the same strategy and lead to radical change in the en-
vironment. As feedback, infected cells need to re-adjust their strategy, results in the switch
back and forth.
We also used both calculation and simulation methods to estimate the fraction of latent
cells at steady state in the system. Our result shows that the fraction is close to the propor-
tional of latent probability p. Given the low value of the latent probability around 10−6, we
would expect small numbers of latent cells. Therefore, taking ART drugs and eliminating
acutely infected cells in this model would suppress the infected cell density and viral load
to an undetectable level.
In addition, this work suggests potential evolutionary benefits if HIV were to respond
to the state of the environment. This idea seems ideal for experimental tests. For example,
how does cellular fate, i.e., active infections or latency, depend on external cell density? If
there is a dependency, does fate depend on current and/or prior states? Any such evidence
would also raise questions on the molecular and cellular factors driving such changes. Re-
cent research has found that HIV latency is mediated by epigenetic silencing and interrup-
tion of Tat expression driven regulatory feedback[25, 26, 27, 28]. There have been some
studies on HIV viral structural proteins’ ability of sensing change in the environment (gag,
env, pol proteins). It is shown that gag protein can sense the cholesterol and acyl chain
environment in model membranes[29]. However, there is no comprehensive protein path-
way studies on the HIV sensory system so far. The mechanism by which susceptible cells
estimate HIV density in the environment is largely unresolved.
Setting new metrics for HIV to change strategies is another direction of exploration.
Our current fitness measurements are based on the strategy that maximize effective produc-
tion number (i.e. cause as many infections as possible in the next generation). However,
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evolution acts on the entirety of the viral replication cycle, both inside and outside hosts.
We might decide to evaluate other metrics: for example, to maximize the number of new
generations of new viruses or the number of new latent infected cells.
There are still many aspects that can improve this work. One of the main ideas is to
improve the model, especially to add the immune response to the model for analysis. In
addition, apart from the natural linear decay of the infected cells, HIV kills the acutely
infected cells actively by inducing apoptosis and pyroptosis[2, 3]. Taking more players
and reactions into account in the system would exponentially increase the complexity of
analysis work.
There are some potential experiments that can be implemented to combine with our
results. Many in vitro systems have been developed to study HIV latency and reacti-
vation[30]. These systems present an opportunity to test the model here. For example,
consider the case of extracting HIV in vitro and exposing it to different concentrations of
susceptible cells. After a period of infection, it should be possible to determine the fraction
of infected cells that enter latency. Our model predicts that the latency fraction should de-
crease with infected cell densities. Next, after the infection reaches an equilibrium level at
a certain cell concentration, it is possible to change the concentration of susceptible cells
and measure the reactivation from latency as well as the proliferation of latent cells. We
predict that re-activation rates can also depend sharply on availability of uninfected cells.
These initial in vitro experiments may help inform similar experiments within HIV strains
from animal models and/or humans.
In summary, this thesis helps to advance a long-term goal to build a combined within-
host and between-hosts modeling framework for the evolution of HIV latency. The within-
host fitness of virus influences the outcome of contact between a susceptible host and an
infected host[31, 32]. Therefore, whether transmission events occur is dependent on the
within-host fitness. Our results in this paper provide some insights for analysis on more
complex models, including those that bridge the gap between short-term optimization (con-
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NEXT GENERATION MATRIX METHOD
The Jacobian matrix provides the linearization around the pathogen free equilibrium, [T ?, 0, 0, 0, 0].
Here we decompose the Jacobian matrix into the transition matrix:
T =

−d− µ 0 0 0
µ (1− p) −a η 0
µp 0 −d′ − η 0






0 0 0 βT ?
0 0 0 0
0 0 b′0 0
0 0 0 0

(A.2)
Hence, the NGM matrix could be calculated as:





































0 0 0 0

(A.3)
It is clear that the second row and fourth row of NGM are all zeros. It corresponds to




Here we calculate that with a constant latent probability p, provided with the condition that
fitness in all paths are positive, the total fitness Reff is greater than the lysis loop fitness
P1.
R0 =
(P1 + P2 + P3) +
√
(P1 + P2 + P3)2 − 4P1P3
2
> P1
⇔ (P1 + P2 + P3) +
√
(P1 + P2 + P3)2 − 4P1P3 > 2P1
⇔
√
(P1 + P2 + P3)2 − 4P1P3 > P1 − P2 − P3
⇐ (P1 + P2 + P3)2 − 4P1P3 > (P1 − P2 − P3)2
⇔ ΣP 2i + 2P1P2 + 2P2P3 − 2P1P3 > ΣP 2i − 2P1P2 + 2P2P3 − 2P1P3
⇔ P1P2 > 0
(B.1)
Since P1 > 0, P2 > 0, the inequality is satisfied. In the same way we can calculate that
Reff > P3.
On the other hand, we could calculate that Reff > P2:
R0 =
(P1 + P2 + P3) +
√
(P1 + P2 + P3)2 − 4P1P3
2
> P2
⇔ (P1 + P2 + P3) +
√
(P1 + P2 + P3)2 − 4P1P3 > 2P2
⇔
√
(P1 + P2 + P3)2 − 4P1P3 > P2 − P1 − P3
(B.2)
Since p is small (around 10−6), P2 is smaller than (P1 + P3). The left side of the





We mathematically calculate the steady state with a constant latent probability p. In our
calculation, we show that E?, I?, L?, V ? are proportional to each other.
L̇ = 0⇒ L? = ( pµ
η + d′ − b′
)E?
İ = 0⇒ I? = (η + (d
′ + b′0)(1− p)
a(η + d′ − b′0)
µ)E?








Ė = 0⇒ T ? = (µ+ d)E
?
βV ?





























REFF IS MONOTONIC WITH P




we calculate that dReff
dp
> 0⇔ R0,ver > R0,hor.











F = (Xµ (d′ (p− 1)− η) + Y (d+ µ) (d′ + η))
(D.1)






2Y η (d+ µ) (d′ + η)− d′
√
4XY ηµp (d+ µ) (d′ + η) + F 2 + d′F
)
√





> 0⇔ 2Y η (d+ µ) (d′ + η)− d′
√
4XY ηµp (d+ µ) (d′ + η) + F 2 + d′F > 0
⇔ 2Y η (d+ µ) (d′ + η) + d′F > d′
√
4XY ηµp (d+ µ) (d′ + η) + F 2
⇔ (2Y η (d+ µ) (d′ + η) + d′F )2 > (d′)2(4XY ηµp (d+ µ) (d′ + η) + F 2)
⇔ 4Y 2η2 (d+ µ)2 (d′ + η)2 + 4Y η (d+ µ) (d′ + η) d′F > (d′)24XY ηµp (d+ µ) (d′ + η)
⇔ Y η (d+ µ) (d′ + η) + d′F > (d′)2Xµp
⇔ Y η (d+ µ) (d′ + η) + d′ (Xµ (d′ (p− 1)− η) + Y (d+ µ) (d′ + η)) > (d′)2Xµp
⇔ Y (d+ µ) (d′ + η)2 > d′Xµ(d′(1− p) + η) + (d′)2Xµp
⇔ Y (d+ µ) (d′ + η)2 > d′Xµ (d′ + η)
⇔ Y
d′





















All source code based on Python 3.7.0.
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from scipy import integrate
from scipy import optimize
from scipy import stats
from numpy import linalg
import sympy as sym
import math
import pandas as pd
import ipynb















# Calculate R0 with the NGM matrix result












# Calculate the p(prob) that maximize the effective reproduction number
# Params: T, upper and lower bound of log(p), number of steps
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# Choose a log step
# Prefered bounds: -7 and -5




for p in p_space:
R0_space.append(R0(T,p,pars[’eta’]))















# Dynamics with a constant p value
# Params: Original states, time, pars







dTdt = pars[’lambda’] + pars[’b0’]*T - pars[’d’]*T - pars[’beta’]*V*
T
dEdt = pars[’beta’]*V*T - pars[’mu’]*E - pars[’d’]*E
dIdt = (1-pars[’p’])*pars[’mu’]*E - pars[’a’]*I + pars[’eta’]*L
dLdt = pars[’p’]*pars[’mu’]*E + pars[’b1’]*L - pars[’d1’]*L - pars[’
eta’]*L
dVdt = pars[’k’]*I - pars[’m’]*V - pars[’beta’]*V*T
dyn = [dTdt, dEdt, dIdt, dLdt, dVdt]
return(dyn)
# Dynamics with an adaptive p value
# Choose p with maxR0 in each step
# Params: Original states, time, pars, upper and lower bound of log(p)







pars[’p’] = maxR0(T,10, p_lower, p_upper)
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dTdt = pars[’lambda’] + pars[’b0’]*T - pars[’d’]*T - pars[’beta’]*V*
T
dEdt = pars[’beta’]*V*T - pars[’mu’]*E - pars[’d’]*E
dIdt = (1-pars[’p’])*pars[’mu’]*E - pars[’a’]*I + pars[’eta’]*L
dLdt = pars[’p’]*pars[’mu’]*E + pars[’b1’]*L - pars[’d1’]*L - pars[’
eta’]*L
dVdt = pars[’k’]*I - pars[’m’]*V - pars[’beta’]*V*T
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